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Kindle MatchBook: Receive the Kindle Edition for FREE when you buy the paperback edition
now!The Ultimate Air Fryer Cookbook For Making Fast And Delicious Keto Meals!Home cooking
that tastes good and keeps you in ketosis does is easier than you think! Let bestselling author
Nikky Robinette show you the way as she unleashes her passion for delicious, healthy low-carb
recipes with the favorite appliance of the busy home cook: the air fryer. The Keto Air Fryer
Recipes Cookbook is the easiest way for busy people to enjoy healthy low carb food at home in
their air fryer that is 100% keto compliant.The ultimate air fryer cookbook for ketogenic recipes,
the Keto Air Fryer Recipes Cookbook includes:An Introduction to Keto that fully explains the
principles of the diet and shows you exactly how to achieve your health and weight loss goals
without sacrificing enjoyable mealsAir Fryer Basics with easy to follow instructions, tips, and
tricks for using your air fryer!100 Amazing Ketogenic Recipes for your Air Fryer that your family
will rave aboutNutritional Information for Every Recipe so you can easily track exactly what you
are consumingMaintaining a healthy ketogenic diet has never been easier, tastier, or more fun
when you grab the Keto Air Fryer Recipes Cookbook, your go-to resource for making the
ketogenic diet a successful and enjoyable experience using your air fryer!

Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.1Big Ag, Sustainability, and What’s in
BetweenYou can eat without farms, but for the last 10,000 years few humans have. For about
9,900 of those years, though, all farms were small and--at least arguably--more or less
sustainable. That is, they put back into the earth, in the form of animal and even human waste
and plant matter, just about as much as they took out. There were no synthetic fertilizers,
pesticides, and so on, and everything was pretty much what we’d now call organic.Much has
changed. The dominant form of agriculture in the West is industrial, large-scale, fossil fuel and
chemical dependent, and heavy on water use. It isn’t sustainable--that is, it uses far more in
resources than it returns to the land--and it poisons land, sea, animals, workers, and consumers.
It’s used primarily to grow a half dozen crops, among them corn and soybeans, much of which,
sadly, are fed to animals, used as fuel (ethanol), or converted into the kind of junk that’s largely
responsible for obesity. And despite the fact that there’s enough food produced to feed everyone
on the planet adequately, tens of millions of Americans, and more than a billion people
worldwide, struggle with hunger.In short, it’s a terrible “system,” and one that could be improved
almost immeasurably if just a little bit of care were taken.How to Feed the WorldIt’s been 50
years since President John F. Kennedy spoke of ending world hunger, yet on the eve of World
Food Day, Oct. 16, the situation remains dire. The question “How will we feed the world?” implies
that we have no choice but to intensify industrial agriculture, with more high-tech seeds,
chemicals, and collateral damage. Yet there are other, better options.Something approaching a



billion people are hungry, a number that’s been fairly stable for more than 50 years, although it
has declined as a percentage of the total population.“Feeding the world” might as well be a
marketing slogan for Big Ag, a euphemism for “Let’s ramp up sales,” as if producing more cars
would guarantee that everyone had one. But if it worked that way, surely the rate of hunger in the
United States would not be the highest percentage of any developed nation, a rate closer to that
of Indonesia than of Britain.The world has long produced enough calories, around 2,700 per day
per human, more than enough to meet the United Nations projection of a population of nine
billion in 2050, up from the current seven billion. There are hungry people not because food is
lacking, but because not all of those calories go to feed humans (a third go to feed animals,
nearly 5 percent are used to produce biofuels, and as much as a third is wasted, all along the
food chain).The current system is neither environmentally nor economically sustainable,
dependent as it is on fossil fuels and routinely resulting in environmental damage. It’s geared to
letting the half of the planet with money eat well while everyone else scrambles to eat as cheaply
as possible.While a billion people are hungry, about three billion people are not eating well,
according to the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization, if you count obese and
overweight people alongside those with micronutrient deficiencies. Paradoxically, as increasing
numbers of people can afford to eat well, food for the poor will become scarcer, because
demand for animal products will surge, and they require more resources like grain to produce. A
global population growth of less than 30 percent is projected to double the demand for animal
products. But there is not the land, water, or fertilizer--let alone the health care funding--for the
world to consume Western levels of meat.If we want to ensure that poor people eat and also do
a better job than “modern” farming does at preserving the earth’s health and productivity, we
must stop assuming that the industrial model of food production and its accompanying disease-
producing diet is both inevitable and desirable. I have dozens of friends and colleagues who say
things like, “I hate industrial ag, but how will we feed the poor?”Let’s at last recognize that there
are two food systems, one industrial and one of small landholders, or peasants if you prefer. The
peasant system is not only here for good, it’s arguably more efficient than the industrial model.
According to the ETC Group, a research and advocacy organization based in Ottawa, the
industrial food chain uses 70 percent of agricultural resources to provide 30 percent of the
world’s food, whereas what ETC calls “the peasant food web” produces the remaining 70
percent using only 30 percent of the resources.Yes, it is true that high-yielding varieties of any
major commercial monoculture crop will produce more per acre than peasant-bred varieties of
the same crop. But by diversifying crops, mixing plants and animals, planting trees--which
provide not only fruit but shelter for birds, shade, fertility through nutrient recycling, and more--
small landholders can produce more food (and more kinds of food) with fewer resources and
lower transportation costs (which means a lower carbon footprint), while providing greater food
security, maintaining greater biodiversity, and even better withstanding the effects of climate
change. (Not only that: their techniques have been demonstrated to be effective on larger-scale
farms, even in the Corn Belt of the United States.) And all of this without the level of subsidies



and other support that industrial agriculture has received in the last half-century, and despite the
efforts of Big Ag to become even more dominant.In fact if you define “productivity” not as pounds
per acre but as the number of people fed per that same area, you find that the United States
ranks behind both China and India (and indeed the world average), and roughly the same as
Bangladesh, because so much of what we grow goes to animals and biofuels. (Regardless of
how food is produced, delivered, and consumed, waste remains at about one third.) Thus, as
the ETC’s research director, Kathy Jo Wetter, says, “It would be lunacy to hold that the current
production paradigm based on multinational agribusiness is the only credible starting point for
achieving food security.” This is especially true given all of its downsides.As Raj Patel, a fellow at
the Institute for Food and Development Policy, puts it, “The playing field has been tilted against
peasants for centuries, and they’ve still managed to feed more people than industrial agriculture.
With the right kinds of agroecological training and the freedom to shape the food system on fair
terms, it’s a safe bet that they’ll be able to feed themselves, and others as well.”Yet obviously not
all poor people feed themselves well, because they lack the essentials: land, water, energy, and
nutrients. Often that’s a result of cruel dictatorship (North Korea) or war, displacement and strife
(the Horn of Africa, Haiti, and many other places), or drought or other calamities. But it can also
be an intentional and direct result of land and food speculation and land and water grabs, which
make it impossible for peasants to remain in their home villages. (Governments of many
developing countries may also act as agents for industrial agriculture, seeing peasant farming as
“inefficient.”)The result is forced flight to cities, where peasants become poorly paid laborers,
enter the cash market for (increasingly mass produced) food, and eat worse. (They’re no longer
“peasants,” at this point, but more akin to the working poor of the United States, who also often
cannot afford to eat well, though not to the point of starvation.) It’s a formula for making not only
hunger but obesity: remove the ability to produce food, then remove the ability to pay for food, or
replace it with only one choice: bad food.It’s not news that the poor need money and justice. If
there’s a bright side here, it’s that the changes required to “fix” the problems created by
“industrial agriculture” are perhaps more tractable than those created by inequality.We might
begin by ditching the narrow focus on yields (as Jonathan Foley, director of the Institute on the
Environment at the University of Minnesota, says, “It’s not ‘grow baby grow’ ”), which seem to be
ebbing naturally as land quality deteriorates and chemicals become less effective (despite high-
tech “advances” like genetically engineered crops). Better, it would seem, would be to ask not
how much food is produced, but how it’s produced, for whom, at what price, cost, and
benefit.We also need to see more investment in researching the benefits of traditional farming.
Even though simple techniques like those mentioned above give measurably excellent results,
because they’re traditional--even ancient--“technologies,” and because their benefits in profiting
multinationals or international trade are limited, they’ve never received investment on the same
scale as corporate agriculture. (It’s impossible not to point out here that a similar situation exists
between highly subsidized and damaging fossil fuels and oft-ignored yet environmentally
friendly renewables.)Instead, the money and energy (of all kinds) focused on boosting supply



cannot be overstated. If equal resources were put into reducing waste--which aside from its
obvious merits would vastly prevent the corresponding greenhouse gas emissions--questioning
the value of animal products, reducing overconsumption (where “waste” becomes “waist”),
actively promoting saner, less energy-consuming alternatives, and granting that peasants have
the right to farm their traditional landholdings, we could not only ensure that people could feed
themselves but also reduce agriculture’s contribution to greenhouse gases, chronic disease,
and energy depletion.This isn’t about “organic” versus “modern.” It’s about supporting the system
in which small producers make decisions based on their knowledge and experience of their
farms in the landscape, as opposed to buying standardized technological fixes in a bag. Some
people call this knowledge-based rather than energy-based agriculture, but obviously it takes
plenty of energy; as it happens, much of that energy is human, which can be a good thing.
Frances Moore Lappé, author of Diet for a Small Planet, calls it “relational,” and says,
“Agroecology is not just healthy sustainable food production but the seed of a different way of
relating to one another, and to the earth.”That may sound new age y, but so be it; all kinds of
questions and all kinds of theories are needed if we’re going to produce food sustainably.
Supporting, or at least not obstructing, peasant farming is one key factor, but the other is reining
in Western-style monoculture and the standard American diet it creates.Some experts are at
least marginally optimistic about the second half of this: “The trick is to find the sweet spot,” says
Mr. Foley of the University of Minnesota, “between better nutrition and eating too much meat and
junk. The optimistic view is to hope that the conversation about what’s wrong with our diet may
deflect some of this. Eating more meat is voluntary, and how the Chinese middle class winds up
eating will determine a great deal.” Of course, at the moment, that middle class shows every
indication that it’s moving in the wrong direction; China is the world’s leading consumer of meat,
a trend that isn’t slowing.But if the standard American diet represents the low point of eating, a
question is whether the developing world, as it hurtles toward that nutritional nadir--the polar
opposite of hunger, but almost as deadly--can see its destructive nature and pull out of the dive
before its diet crashes. Because “solving” hunger by driving people into cities to take low-paying
jobs so they can buy burgers and fries is hardly a desirable outcome.OCTOBER 14,
2013Sustainable Farming Can Feed the WorldThe oldest and most common dig against organic
agriculture is that it cannot feed the world’s citizens; this, however, is a supposition, not a fact.
And industrial agriculture isn’t working perfectly, either: the global food price index is at a record
high, and our agricultural system is wreaking havoc with the health not only of humans but of the
earth. There are around a billion undernourished people; we can also thank the current system
for the billion who are overweight or obese.Yet there is good news: increasing numbers of
scientists, policy panels, and experts (not hippies!) are suggesting that agricultural practices
pretty close to organic--perhaps best called “sustainable”--can feed more poor people sooner,
begin to repair the damage caused by industrial production, and, in the long term, become the
norm.Olivier de Schutter, the United Nations’ special rapporteur on the Right to Food, is the
author of a report entitled “Agro-ecology and the Right to Food.” (Agro-ecology, he explained to



me, has “lots” in common with both “sustainable” and “organic.”) Chief among de Schutter’s
recommendations is this: “Agriculture should be fundamentally redirected towards modes of
production that are more environmentally sustainable and socially just.” Agro-ecology, he said,
immediately helps “small farmers who must be able to farm in ways that are less expensive and
more productive. But it benefits all of us, because it decelerates global warming and ecological
destruction.” Further, by decentralizing production, floods in Southeast Asia, for example, might
not mean huge shortfalls in the world’s rice crop; smaller scale farming makes the system less
susceptible to climate shocks. (Calling it a system is a convention; it’s actually quite anarchic,
what with all these starving and overweight people canceling each other out.)Industrial (or
“conventional,” even though by most standards it’s anything but) agriculture requires a great deal
of resources, including disproportionate amounts of water and the fossil fuel that’s needed for
transportation, to make chemical fertilizer, mechanize working the land and its crops, run
irrigation sources, and heat buildings and crop dryers. This means it needs more in the way of
resources than the earth can replenish. (Fun/depressing fact: It takes the earth 18 months to
replenish the amount of resources we use each year. Looked at another way, we’d need 1.5
earths to be sustainable at our current rate of consumption.)Agro-ecology and related methods
are going to require resources too, but they’re more in the form of labor, both intellectual--much
research remains to be done--and physical: the world will need more farmers, and quite possibly
less mechanization. Many adherents rule out nothing, including in their recommendations even
GMOs and chemical fertilizers where justifiable. Meanwhile, those working towards improving
conventional agriculture are borrowing more from organic methods.Currently, however, it’s
difficult to see progress in a country where, for example, nearly 90 percent of the corn crop is
used for either ethanol (40 percent) or animal feed (50 percent). And most of the diehard
adherents of industrial agriculture--sadly, this usually includes Congress, which largely ignores
these issues--act as if we’ll somehow “fix” global warming and the resulting climate change. (The
small percentage of climate-change deniers are still arguing with Copernicus.) Their assumption
is that by increasing supply, we’ll eventually figure out how to feed everyone on earth, even
though we don’t do that now, our population is going to be nine billion by 2050, and more supply
of the wrong things--oil, corn, beef--only worsens things. Many seem to naively believe that we
won’t run out of the resources we need to keep this system going. --This text refers to the
hardcover edition.Review“An intelligent rallying cry for anyone seeking a safe and healthy food
supply, and all that entails.” – Kirkus Reviews“A Bone to Pick, a new collection of Bittman’s
columns and features, is destined to become a staple for those who want to consider, more
deeply, what’s on their plate.” – Salon.com“[Bittman’s] complaints about what he calls a “broken”
food system are consistently balanced with viable solutions; his resounding message (“eat real
food”) is simple enough, and supports his overall goal of human health and agricultural
sustainability. Bittman’s compelling essays are a call to action and a reminder to readers that the
future of food – and of the planet – is in their own hands.” – Publishers Weekly“In this engrossing,
provocative look at the country’s food politics, Bittman examines the importance of creating a



sustainable future for agriculture and food in the US. [A Bone to Pick] is sure to be a call for
action for both readers at home and policy makers in creating a movement for a healthier future”.
– Clean EatingFrom the Hardcover edition. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.About the AuthorMARK BITTMAN is one of the country’s best-known and
most widely respected food writers. His How to Cook Everything books, with over a million
copies in print, are a mainstay of the modern kitchen, and his manifesto on pursuing a part-time
vegan diet, VB6, debuted at #1 on the New York Times bestseller list. Bittman's writings on food
policy and cooking appear in the Dining, Op-Ed, and Magazine sections of the New York Times.
--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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Keto Air Fryer Recipes CookbookKetoAir Fryer RecipesCookbook100 Amazing Ketogenic
Recipes for Your Air FryerNikky RobinetteLEGAL NOTICECopyright (c) 2018 by Nikky
RobinetteAll rights are reserved. No portion of this book may be reproduced or duplicated using
any form whether mechanical, electronic, or otherwise. No portion of this book may be
transmitted, stored in a retrieval database, or otherwise made available in any manner whether
public or private unless specific permission is granted by the publisher. Vector illustration credit:
vec-teezy.comThis book does not offer advice, but merely provides information. The author
offers no advice whether medical, financial, legal, or otherwise, nor does the author encourage
any person to pursue any specific course of action discussed in this book. This book is not a
substitute for professional advice. The reader accepts complete and sole responsibility for the
manner in which this book and its contents are used. The publisher and the author will not be
held liable for any damages caused.CONTENTSIntroductionBEEF RECIPESPerfect Tender
SteakBeef Mushroom MeatballsBeef RoastSirloin SteakBeef with BroccoliCheese Beef
MeatballsDelicious KababMeatloafBeef & BroccoliCoffee Spice SteakFeta Cheese
MeatballsSausage Beef MeatloafFlavourful Burger PattiesMongolian BeefSteak with
CheeseHerb Beef RoastKorean BeefEasy Marinated SteakParmesan MeatballsItalian
MeatballsPOULTRY RECIPESDelicious Chicken TandooriJuicy Chicken WingsCrispy Chicken
WingsTasty Fajita ChickenOld Bay Seasoned Chicken WingsFlavorful Parmesan
ChickenPerfect Chinese Chicken WingsMediterranean Sumac ChickenPersian Chicken
KababLemon ChickenExotic Caribbean ChickenHerb Garlic ChickenCrispy Chicken
TendersCrispy Herb Cheese Chicken WingsCoconut Chicken MeatballsPesto ChickenChicken
Pecan TendersTurkey MeatballsRicotta Chicken MeatballsHerb Turkey BreastSEAFOOD
RECIPESGarlic Ginger ShrimpAsian ShrimpSalmon PattiesChili Lemon ShrimpCreamy Crab
DipCreamy Mayo ShrimpGarlic Cajun ShrimpFlavorful Parmesan ShrimpCoconut ShrimpBacon
ShrimpLime Garlic ShrimpEasy CatfishDelicious Crab PattiesSimple Air-Fried SalmonHerb
Cheese Crust SalmonTasty Lemon Butter SalmonSpicy ShrimpTasty Salmon PattiesGarlicky
ShrimpHot King PrawnsPORK & LAMB RECIPESFlavorful Spicy Sirloin SteakAsian Cumin
LambJamaican PorkSimple Seasoned Pork ChopsCoconut Butter Pork ChopsVietnamese Pork
ChopsTender & Juicy Pork ChopsCrispy Pork ChopsQuick & Easy Pork ChopsLemon Garlic
Pork ChopsGarlicky Pork ChopsCrispy Almond Bread Pork ChopsTasty Lamb ChopsHerbed
Lamb ChopsMoist & Tender Lamb RoastBasil Pesto Pork ChopsGarlic Thyme Lamb
ChopsMarinated Pork ChopsPerfect MeatballsJuicy & Spicy Pork ChopsVEGGIES &
SIDESCrispy Parmesan AsparagusFlavorful Green BeansQuick & Tasty Green BeansGarlic
Basil TomatoesDelicious Buffalo CauliflowerHealthy RatatouilleHealthy Beetroot ChipsAsian
BroccoliFlavorful Cauliflower FloretsHealthy Brussels sproutsDESSERTS RECIPESChocolate
BrowniesCinnamon Mug CakeFudge BrowniesChocolate CookiesMug BrownieLemon Poppy-
seed MuffinsMoist Almond Cinnamon MuffinsCream Cheese MuffinsStrawberry MuffinsPecan
MuffinsTHE “DIRTY DOZEN” AND “CLEAN 15”MEASUREMENT CONVERSION
TABLESIntroductionWhat is Ketosis?The Ketogenic Diet has received much praise over the



years for its ability to use basic products available to all corners of the world, and turn them into a
way of eating that not only supports weight loss, but also increases the overall health of your
body as well. However, in order to properly understand this diet and how it works, we need to go
into a little bit of scientific detail, because your liver has a very specific function in making this
diet what it truly is – an incredible fat burner and detox diet.Because it relies on specific
processes in the body in order to function, the keto diet is one of the most researched diets in
the medical field, with many looking at ways to speed up the ketogenic process as much as they
can. But as is the case with all of the best things in life, the keto diet works best when the
ketogenic process is trigged through natural means and whole foods. There are no pills available
that can do this for you, you simply need to follow the instructions of the Ketogenic Diet and wait
for ketosis to kick in on its own.What is the Ketogenic Diet?The food that we are so accustomed
to eating is becoming worse and worse each decade. Because there are so many people to
please on the market, food production cannot possibly follow an entirely organic path, because
there would not be enough food to feed the entirety of the human population. You cannot control
how other people eat or how the global food market is produced, but what you can control is
what you eat, and what you give to your loved ones.The Ketogenic Diet is based on a simple
principle: it is a high-fat, low-carb diet, with monitored protein, with an aim to induce the process
of fat-burning known as ketosis. We are all capable of engaging ketosis, and even if you are not
on a keto diet, there will likely be moments every now and then when your body engages ketosis
anyway. However, if you are to claim all of the benefits of the keto diet, you must enable your
body to constantly have access to this method of burning fat, and not just when it happens by
accident.What Is Ketosis and How to Achieve ItAn average person’s diet is usually based on
high amounts of carbohydrates, relatively high fats, high sugar, and only a small, moderate
amount of protein. Regardless of your dietary preferences, you are likely to be a high-carb eater
simply because the foods that are present in our daily lives, such as breads, pastries, sweets,
fast food, etc. are loaded with them. a high-carb diet is not necessarily a bad thing, but only if
you are incredibly physically active (like an Olympian) and so need huge energy storages to
complete a high intensity workout.But most of us are not prepping for the Olympics, which
means that all those carbs we eat will never get used up before a new dose of carbs arrives in
the next meal. All of these extra carbs eventually become fat, which attaches to your body and
your internal organs, causing serious health problems and an overall inability to live a proper,
healthy and happy life. You need to eat your meals with the macro (carb-fat-protein) range that
fits your body and your way of life best, and one that you will actually burn away by the end of the
day.Carbohydrates are your body’s primary energy source. your metabolism picks up the carb
molecules, turns them into glucose (a type of sugar specifically used for energy), and the uses
that glucose to complete all tasks within your system with require energy. But carbs are finite, as
long as you don’t intake crazy amounts of them. When the body runs out of carbs, it must switch
to a new energy source if it is to continue the process of energy production and body
maintenance.Let’s imagine that you were able to bring your body to a state where it has run out



of carbs. Your metabolism realizes that there are no more carbs left to choose from, and now
looks for a new energy source that can be used for the same purpose. Next in line is actual fat,
which is a great source of energy, except it is more difficult to break down than carbohydrates,
which is why it is your body’s second choice.This process requires the use of your liver, which
takes fat and breaks it down into fatty acids and ketone bodies, which now become the main
energy source instead of the actual carbs. This turn of energy sources from carbs to fatty acids
and ketone bodies is known as ketosis. There are many health benefits of ketosis, which we will
further discuss below, but one of the most obvious ones is weight loss. If your body can no
longer use carbs and must turn to fat, then all of this fat disappears and results in logical weight
loss! But this certainly isn’t the only benefit of the keto diet.It is important to note that everybody
is different, and it takes different amounts of time for ketosis to engage in a person’s system. It
doesn’t just depend on the amount of carbs you have stored, it also depends on your
metabolism, genetics, and the way you eat. However, ketosis is possible for everyone,
regardless of age or gender, because it is an inherent biological trick which your body uses to
always have a source of energy.Keto-Friendly and Unfriendly FoodsNow that you understand
what the Ketogenic Diet is and how it works, you must also understand that kinds of foods that
you can and cannot consume. Because your daily carb intake will usually drop to about 15
grams of carbs or below (depending on your individual body), even the slightest mistake when it
comes to consuming food could be detrimental to your entire daily carb intake.Because it’s
easier, and more positive, to start with the things that you can eat, here are the foods that are the
highlights of the keto diet.MeatProtein in general is the keto diets best friend. Protein sources
usually have zero carbs, or very few, so they can be a plentiful addition to your plate. What’s
great about protein is that it is the best way to stay satiated throughout the day, so if you make
sure to count your macros right, protein will save you from any unexpected sugar spikes, energy
drops, or headaches.Any food with a high level of protein is great for ketosis, and it is also rich in
healthy fats and, in the case of fish and seafood, healthy oils such as omega oils. It really is a
great and versatile food item, and you can easily combine it with other ingredients to create an
endless amount of delicious meals. The most popular sources of protein are fish, eggs, organic
beef, and organic poultry.If at all possible, stick to meat that comes from an organic source. You
will usually find this at your local food market. The reason behind this is the fact that mass-
produced meat has very little nutritional value, and is usually full of additives and toxins, which
have no benefits for your system. As much as possible, choose food that is organic and that has
the best nutritional value, so that you can get the most out of every meal.Make sure to also avoid
processed meats, because you can never really know which parts of the animals were used to
make it. Your body will be much more grateful if you stick to clean cut of meat and fish, instead of
mysterious products whose origin you know nothing about.Leafy GreensThe Ketogenic Diet
encourages the best type of foods. Ones that are rich in nutrients and health benefits, to nourish
your body every step of the way. This is why leafy greens are such an important addition to the
keto diet’s plate, especially the ones that are very dark in color, like kale and spinach.You can



easily cover half of your plate in leafy greens with every meal. Any salad option is a good idea,
especially if you choose produce which is in-season and a natural plant for the region of the
world that you live in. always choose ingredients that are natural to your own environment. This is
where the problem of mass-production is active once again. Even vegetables are put through
specific storage packaging in order to survive a trip around the world. They are also sprayed with
chemicals which keep them looking as fresh as possible before they arrive at their final
destination. You don’t want these toxins inside your system, so don’t eat them.DairyDairy
products that are high in fat are also automatically low in carbs. Cream, butter, and mature
cheese can be eaten in fairly large quantities on a Ketogenic Diet, and will still enable you to
enjoy the benefits of ketosis. It’s always a good idea to have dairy available as a food source
because it enhances the flavor of meals and increases the creativity of your recipes.However, be
careful not to overdo it on the dairy products either. Everything is good for you in moderation. Too
much dairy will mean that you have eaten too many calories throughout the day. So even though
they are low-carb, you still have to deal with the extra calories one way or another. Just make
sure that you are monitoring the amount of dairy that you eat in a day, and there will be no
problems.VegetablesLike leafy greens, vegetables are also a great addition to the Keto Diet.
However, you do need to be careful about how many vegetables you eat and which kinds.
Although pretty much all vegetables are welcome on this diet, the ones that grow underground
are not the best choice because they are too starchy, which means they have too many carbs for
your daily intake with the purpose of ketosis. You can have them occasionally, but not every
day.A better choice for vegetables comes from those that grow above ground, such as
cauliflower, broccoli, cucumber, and Brussels sprouts. They have fever starch quantities to worry
about, are full of nutrients, and are also a great additional flavor to any dish.Nuts and SeedsNuts
and seeds are full of healthy fats, which are essential for brain health and the improvement of
your healthy cholesterol levels, some of the best options include pecans, hemp seeds, and
macadamia nuts, although there are many other options available depending on which part of
the world you live in. Of course, you should avoid the nuts and seeds that you may be allergic to,
but otherwise, as long as you are measuring them out properly, you can freely enjoy all the
delicious flavors of these products. They are often a great choice for afternoon snacks, or as a
quick energy boost after the gym.BerriesA little later, we will mention that fruit is not really
welcomed in the Keto Diet because of its high sugar content. However, berries are a little
different, especially blackberries, raspberries and strawberries. They are a delicious toping with
heavy whipped cream, for example, at times when you are really in need of something sweet.
Once again, just remember to measure them out before including them in your daily diet. You
may not be able to eat too many of these in a single day, but they will often be a welcome
refreshment especially in the summer months.On Artificial SweetenersThe opinions regarding
artificial sweeteners are mixed. Because some of them are advertised as low-carb, people
frequently flock to them as an added flavor to their food. However, we would like to advise
against this practice.Regardless of where you get them from, these sweeteners are not natural,



and the additives and artificial flavors inside them are in no way helping your body to become
healthy. They are only feeding your mind with cravings for sugar. The sooner you let go of these
cravings, the better you will feel, and the healthier your body will become.Foods to ExcludeNow
that we’ve gone through ingredients that are welcome in the Ketogenic Diet, we must also
mention the ones that should be avoided at all times. People who are used to fast food, sugary
drinks, and desserts, may not like the sound of this list initially, but we can assure you that once
you get used to a life without these unnecessary ingredients, you will see a plentiful increase in
your overall health.SugarAn obvious choice, because sugar is almost nothing but a very high
concentration of carbs when it comes to its macros. This is a huge problem, because it spikes
your insulin levels, increases weight, and decreases all cognitive abilities. It is why we feel a
sugar high and then a drastic sugar blow later when all the sweets are being digested. Sugar is a
huge blow on the body and should be avoided in all of its forms, including honey, granulated
sugar, maple syrup, agave and anything else you can think of.FruitAlthough it does have plenty
of healthy benefits of course, fruit is, unfortunately, also very high in carbs and sugar. Because of
this, it prevents any kind of ketosis from happening, and therefor ruins the entire point of the Keto
Diet. This is especially true for fruit such as bananas, mangoes, and apples, which are especially
known for their high sugar content. While you are in the initial phase of your Keto Diet, fruit
should be avoided entirely. Once you reach a point where you are happy with your weight and
your health, you can eat fruit in moderation without any problems.GrainsGrains are not allowed
either, both because of their high carb levels, but also because they are full of gluten. Many
people have a hard time digesting gluten, even if they are not immediately aware of it. All gluten
should be removed from your diet, and will follow with a much healthier body and lifestyle. The
lack of gluten will also have a positive effect on your mental health, because the lack of pastas
and pastries, will enable your mind to think clearly and to hold a stable source of energy at all
times.The Health Benefits of the Ketogenic DietNow that we’ve covered the food section of this
diet, let’s go over all of the health benefits that will come to your body as a result of it. The list is,
in many ways, endless, but here we have gathered the most important points, and the ones that
affect us in our daily lives the most.A Balanced Meal PlanThe Ketogenic Diet is excellent for
providing a stable, daily source of nutrients which perfectly go with your body, your age, and your
own metabolism and fitness goals. Other diets are either too restrictive with their foods, or have
no way of keeping a proper balance among the ingredients. The Ketogenic Diet uses macros to
measure specific quantities of all your food, which means that you will never be hungry, and you
will never have to deal with dangerous insulin spikes. It is simply the perfect food lifestyle to
follow, and one that has spread throughout the world as a way to balance our hectic lives and
avoid the fast foods and empty calories that we are so often bombarded with.Weight LossThe
seemingly ever-lasting battle with weight loss ends with the Ketogenic Diet! As we mentioned
previously, because the whole purpose of ketosis is to burn unwanted fat (much of which is also
gathered around your internal organs), weight loss is a natural addition to this way of
life.However, it really isn’t the visual aspect that is the most important thing in this case. Excess



weight affects your joints, your spine, your cardiovascular system, your eye sight, and easily
every other part of your body as well. It is one thing to be a little curvy, but it is a completely
different problem when we allow our sedentary lifestyle to overtake our lives and our health. The
Keto Diet is able to fix so many health problems that other diets were absolutely not able to
handle.Better CognitionWe often take the process of thinking for granted because we feel that it
is this natural thing that just happens. But like every other part of your system, you brain needs
the right foods and the right kind of lifestyle if it is to function properly. The high insulin spikes that
come from eating sugar also have a direct effect on your brain and all of the tiny capillaries that
are webbed out through it. Because the Keto Diet balances everything out, these spikes don’t
happen. And because all of the food that is part of the Keto Diet is whole foods with many
nutritional benefits, your brain will have a constant source of stable, nutritional energy.Blood
Sugar ControlDiabetes affects so much of your body, including your arteries and your eyes.
People who suffer from diabetes are frequently unable to undergo even emergency surgeries,
because it is too risky to perform any surgery if the arteries and veins are not strong enough to
handle it.Do not allow yourself to place your body in this position. The Keto Diet strengthens that
walls of your arteries, veins and capillaries because it reduces the risk and impact of diabetes,
allowing your arteries to become strong once again.Additionally, most people forget that insulin
is a finite resource in your body. There is only a limited amount of it that you are born with, and if
you use up all of it, there is no other way but through medication to continue to live. Although
some people are born with diabetes, or develop it due to hereditary causes, most people
actually develop it because of a superbly bad diet. The Ketogenic Diet will stop this from
happening.Blood PressureHigh cholesterol and high triglyceride levels that come from an
unhealthy diet will ruin your body’s molecules, in everything from your organs to your arterial
health. It will clog up your blood pathways, and cause an increase in blood pressure, which is
incredibly dangerous, and if untreated, it can become deadly.The Ketogenic Diet removes the
unwanted fat storages all throughout your system, because of the ketosis effect, and leaves your
body feeling fresh, light, and with free passages for blood and liquids to path through. This is
incredibly important not just in everyday life, but especially during moments of emergencies
when your body needs all the help it can get to either help you run away from a problem, or
perhaps to help save your system should a complete health breakdown ensure. You cannot
make an unhealthy body healthy overnight. It is a slow process, but it is something that you will
certainly be grateful for when the time comes for health to take over.BEEF RECIPESPerfect
Tender SteakServes: 2 / Preparation time: 10 minutes / Cooking time: 12 minutes2 ribeye steak1
tsp Worcestershire sauce2 tsp garlic, minced2 tbsp fresh parsley, chopped1 stick butter,
softenedPepperSaltIn a bowl, mix together butter, Worcestershire sauce, garlic, parsley, and salt
and place in refrigerator.Preheat the air fryer to 204 C/ 400 F.Season steak with pepper and
salt.Spray air-fryer basket from inside with cooking spray.Place seasoned steak in the preheated
air fryer basket and cook for 12 minutes. Turn halfway through.Remove steak from air fryer and
top with butter mixture.Serve and enjoy.Per Serving: Net Carbs: 2.7g; Calories: 593 Total Fat:



58.3g; Saturated Fat: 29gProtein: 16.4g; Carbs: 2.9g; Fiber: 0.2g; Sugar: 0.6g; Fat 87% / Protein
11% / Carbs 2%Beef Mushroom MeatballsServes: 12 / Preparation time: 10 minutes / Cooking
time: 20 minutes1 lb ground beef2 tbsp fresh parsley, chopped½ cup almond flour¼ cup onion,
chopped3 tbsp mushrooms, chopped½ tsp pepper1 tsp saltIn a bowl, mix together ground beef,
parsley, onions, and mushrooms.Add remaining ingredients and mix until well combined.Make
small balls from the mixture.Spray air fryer basket with cooking spray.Place prepared meatballs
in the air fryer basket and cook at 176 C/ 350 F for 20 minutes.Serve and enjoy.Per Serving: Net
Carbs: 0.4g; Calories: 79; Total Fat: 2.9g; Saturated Fat: 0.9gProtein: 11.8g; Carbs: 0.6g; Fiber:
0.2g; Sugar: 0.2g; Fat 35% / Protein 61% / Carbs 4%Beef RoastServes: 6 / Preparation time: 10
minutes / Cooking time: 45 minutes2 lbs beef roast1 tsp rosemary1 tbsp olive oil¼ tsp black
pepper1 tsp saltPreheat the air fryer to 180 C/ 360 F.Mix together oil, rosemary, pepper, and salt
and rub all over the meat.Place meat in the air fryer and cook for 45 minutes.Serve and
enjoy.Per Serving: Net Carbs: 0.1g; Calories: 302; Total Fat: 11.8g; Saturated Fat: 3.9gProtein:
45.9g; Carbs: 0.2g; Fiber: 0.1g; Sugar: 0g; Fat 37% / Protein 62% / Carbs 1%Sirloin
SteakServes: 2 / Preparation time: 10 minutes / Cooking time: 10 minutes2 sirloin steaks2 tbsp
steak seasoning2 tsp olive oilPreheat the air fryer to 176 C/ 350 F.Brush steak with olive oil and
season with steak seasoning.Spray air fryer basket with cooking spray and place steak in the air
fryer basket.Cook for 10 minutes. Turn halfway through.Cut into slices and serve.Per Serving:
Net Carbs: 1g; Calories: 262 Total Fat: 12.7g; Saturated Fat: 0.7gProtein: 36g; Carbs: 1g; Fiber:
0g; Sugar: 0g; Fat 44% / Protein 54% / Carbs 2%Beef with BroccoliServes: 4 / Preparation time:
10 minutes / Cooking time: 10 minutes1 lb round beef cubes½ onion, diced1 tsp onion powder1
tsp garlic powder1 tbsp Worcestershire sauce½ lb broccoli florets, steamed1 tsp olive oilSpray
air fryer basket with cooking spray.Add all ingredients except broccoli into the large bowl and
toss until well combined.Add bowl mixture into the air fryer basket and cook at 182 C/ 360 F for
10 minutes.Serve with steamed broccoli and enjoy.Per Serving: Net Carbs: 4.9g; Calories: 227;
Total Fat: 6g; Saturated Fat: 1.8gProtein: 35.2g; Carbs: 6.8g; Fiber: 1.9g; Sugar: 2.7g; Fat 25% /
Protein 64% / Carbs 11%Cheese Beef MeatballsServes: 4 / Preparation time: 10 minutes /
Cooking time: 20 minutes½ cup cheddar cheese, shredded½ tsp black pepper½ tsp garlic
powder½ tsp onion powder½ lb ground beef½ lb Italian sausageSpray air fryer basket with
cooking spray.Add all ingredients into the large mixing bowl and mix until well combined.Make
16 small round balls from mixture and place in the air fryer basket.Cook meatballs at 187 C/ 370
F for 15 minutes. Turn to other side and cook for 5 minutes more.Serve and enjoy.Per Serving:
Net Carbs: 0.7g; Calories: 357; Total Fat: 24.3g; Saturated Fat: 9.5gProtein: 31.9g; Carbs: 0.8g;
Fiber: 0.1g; Sugar: 0.3g; Fat 62% / Protein 36% / Carbs 2%Delicious KababServes: 4 /
Preparation time: 10 minutes / Cooking time: 10 minutes1 lb ground beef2 tbsp kabab spice
mix1 tbsp garlic, minced¼ cup fresh parsley, chopped1 tbsp vegetable oil1 tsp saltAdd all
ingredients into the mixing bowl and mix until well combined. Place in refrigerator for 30
minutes.Divide mixture into the four portions and make sausage shape kabab.Spray air fryer
basket with cooking spray.Place kabab into the air fryer basket and cook at 187 C/ 370 F for 10



minutes.Serve and enjoy.Per Serving: Net Carbs: 0.7g; Calories: 245 Total Fat: 10.5g; Saturated
Fat: 3.3gProtein: 34.6g; Carbs: 0.9g; Fiber: 0.2g; Sugar: 0.1g; Fat 40% / Protein 58% / Carbs
2%MeatloafServes: 4 / Preparation time: 10 minutes / Cooking time: 15 minutes
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Lisa Carpenter, “Grand ideas.. This book will become your favorite cookbook, because there are
not a complete collection of interesting and simple recipes in every book that I bought before.
Grand ideas. It is convenient that there is a table that shows the cooking time and the required
temperature for selected you ingredients. It is even easier cooking with an air fryer when there is
a book with such simple and tasty recipes at hand.”

Mooney, “Well Book. It is advantageous that there is a table that demonstrates the cooking
time and the required temperature for chose you fixings. I purchased this book by possibility
and it ended up begin wonderful.There are numerous essential and basic formulas. The
formulas look wonderful. Much obliged writer  for this  book.”

Shemekia Bailey, “Amazing book. This is a very useful book for Keto Air Fryer Recipes. I am
following this book all instruction It's simple and easy to understand. Now I can make Keto Air
Fryer Recipes and my family love it. Thanks for the author.”

MarieD, “I like it!. Lots of quick recipes for Keto diet and Air Fryer. I will be trying a lot of these.”

Q Williams, “Easy to follow. Easy to follow”

The book by Nikky Robinette has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 7 people have provided feedback.
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